T 3 L I T E B O X D I S P L AY C O U N T E R
T3 Affinity is a modular framework designed for all manner of retail display
requirements; created by T3 Systems as a cost effective solution with a focus on
simple installation, efficient storage and transport.
The system is made of aluminium horizontal beams and vertical posts joined
together using a no tools patented twist lock connection.
There is an extensive range of retro fit parts designed to support all graphic
types, shelving solutions, lighting, monitor and tablet holders.

Create a functional litebox counter
Our newly innovated T3 Litebox solution allows you to create an eye catching
and vibrant display in a matter of minutes without the need for tools or levers
to do it.
With it becoming an instant success in the market we have integrated it into a
variety of other much loved and functional display structures.
The litebox counter allows you to create a vibrant yet fucntion display piece
with multiple applications. Quick to assemble and easy to transport it can be
used at a variety of venues and events. The profile alos allows for graphics to be
changed easily meaning that it can be used for branding multiple events.
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INTERLOCKING

FULLY
CUSTOMIZABLE

The litebox
profile can
come in varying
sizes meaning
that customise
your counter
size.

Easily attach
a variety of
shelving units
to your counter.
The patented
post profile’s
design means
that additional
accessories can
be used.

MODULAR

For all technical or sales enquiries, please visit:

www.next-xpo.com

info@next-xpo.com +32 (2) 384 83 02
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Bright LED
lights make
display stand
out and they
are easy
installed using
our M clips.

Attach a
brochure
holder to your
counter for
exhibitions and
conferences.

LOAD BEARING

